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Abstract
I prove an old unsolved conjecture, the hard part of its obvious sufficiency, namely that all
identically conserved symmetric 2-tensors are necessarily metric variations of invariant actions,
thus sparing the world more alternative gravity theories. The proof is reasonably simple.
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Introduction

The possible existence of covariantly conserved gravitational 2-tensors, i.e., those depending only
on the metric and curvatures (and their covariant derivatives) that do not stem from an action
would seem to have been been raised and solved over a century ago, but to my knowledge was only
raised recently [1]. Given its physical importance — adding a whole new set of alternate gravity
models — this is a bit surprising, to say the least. Here I fill this gap, showing that they are indeed
excluded.
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Proof

We divide all conserved tensors into two disjoint categories, those that do not contain terms with
one or more leading covariant derivatives, and those that do. The former consists of two types, the
Einstein tensor Gµν and (in D > 4) the Lovelock (double density) tensor [2]
Lµν = ǫµ... ǫν... g.. g.. R.... R....

(1)

Its covariant conservation is Rmanifest, by the Bianchi identities, but what is most relevant is that
√
it is the metric variation of 1/ −gLµν because the metric variation of the curvatures vanishes
by Bianchi as well. For Einstein, I need not belabor the same result — here the variation of the
curvature’s contribution vanishes since it consists of two covariant derivatives ∼ DDδg, to which
1

R√
the explicit metric in
−gg µν Rµν is transparent. It was proved in [2] that those are the only
two conserved tensors containing second derivatives (but no higher) of the metric. This means
they have NO explicit D since they can only act on curvatures, thus making them of higher than
2 derivative order, and subject to part 2. That takes care of part 1.
Intermediate between case 1, whose T consisted entirely of a Z (in (2)) and case 2 below
where both parts are present, lies a somewhat unusual T , consisting entirely of the projector part
with no Z, because its action has no explicit metric-dependence. This is the famous Chern-Simons
gravity model in D = 3; details are to be found in [3]. It is of third derivative order — between the
2nd order Einstein and Lovelock and all other, fourth order or higher. Its T is the Cotton tensor
(the Weyl tensor in D = 3) whose form is ∼ DR, that is a projector with one D only (a curl). This
is a curiosity, but nicely stands between the 2 main cases.
The second, disjoint, category consists of tensors some of whose terms begin with covariant
derivatives, the simplest being of the form
T µν ∼ (D µ D ν − g µν D 2 )X + Z µν ,

(2)

where X is a scalar function of the curvatures their derivatives, and metrics and the DD term is
the variation of R. The remaining, Z, terms are corrections to ensure conservation. In terms of
the underlying actions, the DD terms always come from varying the curvatures, while the Z comes
from varying the explicit metrics. To be concrete, in the simplest case where X ∼ Rn , the action
is just
Z
√
−gRn+1
(3)
I=
and
T µν = (n + 1)(DD.. )Rn + 1/2g µν Rn+1 − nRn Rµν

(4)

since R varies into the above DD form times δg µν while the explicit metric variations yield the Z.
The case n = 0 manifestly reduces to Einstein. Terms containing the Ricci or full curvature tensors
and their derivatives are just more complicated algebraically but obviously fit the same pattern:
their DD parts are well-known, hence the reconstruction of the action always replaces them there
by the respective curvatures (or derivatives thereof). This is essential: given that the leading,
DD, term must start with a transverse projector (see below), the story is identical to our simplest
example, except for purely algebraic complications. That is, one might ask whether the second
category could have other types of leading DD terms1 : the answer is no, as can be seen at linearized
order where they must necessarily reduce to transverse projectors such as (∂∂ − η∂ 2 ) or four-index
ones such as the operator ∼ (∂∂η.. )µν ab acting on hαβ to yield Gµν (Lin), or the even longer ones
for linearized Riemann Bianchi. Let me be more pedantic: Any conserved candidate must be a sum
of the above three types of projectors; that is only necessary, however; that is, there must be Z µν
correction terms to insure that conservation is really present. This is not automatic, and obvious
counter-examples are easy to construct. The existence of Zs is only ensured by underlying actions.
Indeed, the “good” Z are only those that come from an action, whose variation is the allowed sum
1

There is an infinite variety from the basic forms, for example just insert powers of d’Alembertians in the middle
of any actions etc. The universal point is that all T must start as projectors by the linearized argument and as
can also be seen from the action’s variations — varying curvatures, even if there are many derivatives on them, the
outermost factor is always the projector. The apparent exceptions, Einstein and Lovelock, are not — it’s just that
there the projectors annihilate their subjects.

2

of projectors and
The simplest example of a bad combination is as follows. Consider
R corrections.
2
the action ∼ RGµν , which yields a T of the exact form T = P (R)G2 + 2P (G)RG, where the
P are the respective projectors; indices are implicit. Unless the relative coefficient is precisely 2,
hence from the above action, this T is not conserved, nor can any Z save it, as is easily seen.2 To
summarize, the algorithmic procedure to test DT = 0 candidates is first two check if the projector
R
sum is compatible with an underlying action’s. If not, no Z can help, as illustrated by the RG2 .
If yes, then success is guaranteed simply because it comes from that action; hence conservation and
being the variation of an action are synonymous.
This completes our proof: the second category, the one with explicit leading D-terms, so of
higher derivative order, necessarily begins with what would be transverse projectors at linearized
level plus corrections as in our simplest example, and also must stem from an action or else there
are no possible Z-correction terms.
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Conclusion

Trees have been saved by the proof that all viable-conserved, candidate gravity tensors are necessary
derivable from actions, as has always been tacitly assumed to date.
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We dispose of one last hurdle: If the X term in (2) contained derivatives, say d’Alembertians, before the P µν
— but not of course powers of curvatures, which would spoil the linearized limit — this would not alter this limit’s
validity. However, no Z could cure the extra (D, D) = R terms raised by taking the divergence past those derivatives
on its way to P : This is obvious by dimensionality — Z contains fewer derivatives than the X term, each fewer
pair replaced by a curvature. So its divergence cannot match the X part’s. Of course, as stated in text, T s coming
from an action always have P standing to their extreme left from varying curvatures, even if they carry arbitrary
derivatives.
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